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wire a n d  space. The abscissa, 0 X, may be divided off 
into any number of equal parts. which would be deter
mined by the closeness with which we wish to regulate 
the current. These would be the different points of con
tact with the resistance that the sliding contact makes 
connection with when increasing or decreasing the resis
tance in circuit, or the different points of contact could 
be so located as to give equal volts drop or equal watts 
lost on the successive steps. In this arrangement, the 
wires are conneeted in series, and advantage taken of 
the drop in the box to red uce the size of the cond uctors 
as the amperes they are required to carry decreast's. 
The different points along the wire, which will be 
determined hy the resistance required on the different 
steps, are connected to metallic blocks over which 
slides a contact to which is attached one pole of the 
circuit, the other pole of the circuit being taken to the 
contact block, which is also connected to the first end 
of the resistance having the largest ampere carrying 
capacity, and as the contact arm is moved a way from 
the first contact block, more resistance is thrown in 
circuit. 

Very often it is required to figure a resistance box 
that will adjust resistances to suit special conditions 
which will arise in the circuit to .be controlled .by a 
regulator; fol' instance in the case in which we wish to 
determine a regulator for a constant potential shunt 
wound dynamo, where we want to produce an increase 
of load proportional to the distance through which we 
move the contact arm. This can re�dily be determin
ed from t,he field characteristic of the dynamo such as 
shown in Fig. 2; the abscissa, A X. can be divided off 
proporlionally from no load to full load at a constant 
potential and the ordinates, A Y, laid off proportionally 
to the total resistance required in the shunt circuit, 
w hich will be the resistance of the field plus the addi
tiomtl resistance required to produce the amperes at 
the terminals of the dynamo. Several such points 
may be determined between the maximum resist!j.nce 
and no resistance. Laying off ordinates proportional 
to the resistance required in series with the field resis
tance. draw a curve through these points. If the line, 
NO, is di vided off into a number of equal parts corre
sponding to tbe 'llUlIber of steps or contact points 
which we wish in the regulator, the ordinates from 
these points will be proportional to the resistance re
quired on the different steps to give a regulator, which 
will give an increase of load directly proportional to 
the number of contact blocks in circuit. If the dynamo 
is kept at a constant potential, the line, AD, is the in
crease of resistanee of the field on account of its heat
ing. If the area between AD ON is small enough to· 
be neglected in comparillg with the area. AN OX. then 
the resistance box or a constant potential shunt wound 
dynamo could be used instead of an amp"re meter by 
numbering the blocks consecutively; the output at 
the terminals of the dynamo will be the number of 
blocks Ollt of circuit multiplied by a constant. Pro
ceeding in the same way, a regulator can be figured to 
suit any required conditions. 

There is another large class of regulators, such as 
equalizers, stage regulators and storage battery regu
lators, where, to accommodate the ampere capacity 
required, it will be found necessary to strand the resis
tance wires when we have to deal with large currents. 
Since the resistance per foot decreases as the amperes 
capacity increases, we soon find that the space and 
wire required to give a large current any considerable 
drop would make the regulator bulky, heavy and ex
pensive, if the wires were connect'!d in series. Methods 
of compounding or special combinations of the rl'sis
tance wires can be resorted to with advantage. The 
expense incurred in constructing such mechanisms to 
distribute the current in various ways through the 
resistance wires will be offset by the decrease in the 
size and weight of the regulator or equalizer. 
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AMPERES"AT TERMINALS OF CONSTANT POTENTIAL DYNAMO 

FIG. 2.-FIELD CHARACTERISTIC OF SHUNT 
DYNAMO. 

A number of methods are used by different manu 
facturer�; in Fig. 3 is illustrated the general method 
by which econOlhy in wire is effected, by mf'ans of 
special switches to distribute the current through the 
resistance conductors. When the lever, A, is in the 
position shown in Fig. 3, the resistance coils are short 
circuited from the positive pole through the metallic 
bar, B. and then through lever, A, to the negative pole, 
when thp lever, A, is withdrawn from contact. With 
bar, B, all thp resistance coils are then in multiple arc 
between the positive and negative poles. In this 
position we have the maximum ampere carrying capa
city and the least resistance. 

The resistance is increased by still further withdraw
ing the bar, A, when the coils, 1 and 2, will be cut out 
and the resistance uf the regulator increased. 'fhe resis
ta.nce can be still further jncreased by steps until lever, 

A, in succession, is withdrawn from all the contacts, 
when we will have only spiral No. 11 in circuit. The 
resistance may then be increased by withdrawing lever, 
B, and the spirals placed in series. By this arrange 
ment we have obtained a regulator having the maxi
mum ampere capacity on the first Rtep, \\'ith all the 
spirals in llluitiple, and a maximum resistance on the 
last step, with all spirals in series: if the resistance of 
spiral 11 is so proportioned that it will not take more 
current than the maximum when lever, A, is removed, 
all the rest of the regulator will have ample capacity. 
This form of regulator can be figured to any cur\'e by 
making the spirals of unequal resistances. Such a 
combination only gives 12 possible steps, but a more 
complicated switch could be de�igned which would 
mUltiple series the spirals, and which would g-ivH us a 
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FIG. H.-DIAGRAM OF RESISTANCE BOX 

greater number of combinations with these spirals, so 
that any desired number of steps could be produced 
between the maximum ampere capacity and maximum 
resistance. In any regulator energy must be wasted 
to produce certain variations in the current. From 
the point of economy they are abominable, but they 
are as necessary to the electrician as the val ve is to the 
engineer. 

ECONOMICAL PRODVCTION OF POWER 
BY ELECTRICA.L DRIVING. * 

within their capacity, the machines driven by them 
are al ways running at the desired speed. and are 
therefore in a condition for producing the greatest 
possible amount of work. In reviewing this plant we 
have the advantage of ascertaining the approximate 
loss resulting from condensation in a long range of 
steam pipes, and the working of small high pressure 
engines under conditions usually found in iron works 
and shipyards. It will be apparent, however, that the 
generation of power at one center admits of an econ
omy beyond this. viz., the use of a modern high pres· 
sure triple expansion condensing engine, with a con
sumption of 12 to 14 lb. of steam per I. H. P. per hour, 
instead of a consumption of from 40 to 60 lb., as fre
quently is the case at present. It is evident that the 
lOBS in slich a ('ase as that of Messrs. Dorman, Long 
& Co. may be termed It maximum, on account of the 
machines working ill the open air, and the steam 
pipes led underground. but the results from ordinary 
cases of shop machinery are often sufficiently start
ling to warrant more attention being given t.o them 
than they usually receive. For purposes of eompari
son we will consider the results obtained from two 
works of about equal driving power, one having an 
electric installation and the other stearn. 

One of the most complete installations of electrical 
driving in the world as applied to large industrial 
establishments is that of the National Arms Factory 
at Liege. Belgium. Those works were built in the 
year 1889, and are of very large extent, employing 
2,000 hands, the dailr output of finished rilles being 
250. Some idea of the system adopted and the value of 
machinery for economical and rapid production may 
be formed when it is cOllsidered that there are about 
58 parts in a complete rifle and bayonet, involving 
in their production about 750 operations; yet so great 
has been the development of machine tools used in 
this manufacture that, of the 750 total operations, 
only 6 per cent. are performed by band labor. An· 
other feature is that a large percentage of the ma
chines are automatic, and advantage is taken of this 
by placing several in the charge of one operative. 

'fhe whole of the machinery is driven by electric 
motors receiving their current from one central dyna
mo coupled direct to a Corliss condensing- compound 
engine having two cylinders and indicating 500 horse 
power at 70 revolutions per minute, with a boiler 
pressure of 90 lb. 

The auxiliary feed and cOIldensing water is sup
plied by a pump driven by a 10 horse power motor, re
ceiving its current from the main generating dynamo. 
and placed on the canal bank 2, 840 feet distant and 
117 feet below the level of the engine. 

The water after being used in the condenser is dis
charged into a tank placed 40 feet high. from which it 
passes through finely perforated pipes in the form of 
spray into an open reservoir on the ground level, and 
by this means is reduced in temperature so as to be 
again available for condensing purposes. 

The generating dynamo is placed between the high 
pressure and low pressure engines. and the armature 
being on the main shaft, acts as a flywheel. The arma
ture, which is 16 feet in diameter, was constructed in 
place. The electro-magnets are twenty in number, 
and there an' 40 pairs of brushes, 20 on each side. 
The capacity of the dynamo is 3,000 amperes at 125 IN the able address of Prof. Kennedy before the volts, and the makers .guaranted an efficiency of 90 per Institution of Mechanical Engineers, the subject of cent. economical production of power by electrical driving The current from this powerful generator is diswas very fully dealt with, and at the late meeting of tributed to about thirty-one motors, rang-ing from 3 the Iron and Steel Institute, at Brussels, a very in- to 50 horse power, placed in different sections of the teresting and instructive paper was given by Mr. works. Selby Bigg(>, which conclusively showed the impor- The machines used in the manufacture of rifles are tance and possibilities of the system. At the risk of necessarily of light design, consequently the motors rendering this address narrow, and more in the form are arranged to drive line shafting only, and although of a paper, rather than general, I propose to give some the total length of main shafting exceeds 4,000 feet, illustrations of the applications of electrical driving, and the total length of belting is about eleven miles, both in this country and abroad, hoping that a resume there are no indirect main drives, a motor driving one of what bas actnally been accomplished may promote line of shafting only, the object in view always being a discussion which will thoroughly ventilate the the reduction of loss bv friction. question and be fruitful in beneficial results. With Each motor is provided with an ammeter, and as the late disastrous record of the shipbuilding and en- those in charge know the amount of power required gineering industries, as an example, it is highly to drive the machines when being worked to their deimprobable that any ('apitalist will start a new ship- sired capacity, any increase of that power at once inyard among us, so that we may be sufficie!1tly sel- dicates that there is a waste in friction, while any fish to consider the application of electrical driv- decrease indicates that the machines al'e not doing ing to existing- works only. Tl;le first question to sufficient work; and when it is remElmbered that the consider, therefore, is that having boilers grouped revolutions of the motor are practically constant in one place from which steam is led to engines under all loads within their capacity, it is imposdistributed over a large area, what economy can sible to imagine an arrangement which so exactly be expected from substituting those engines with fulfills the requirements of maximum economical proelectric motors supplied with power from a central duction. station, and will the results justify the expenditure? Compare this with the wasteful arrangements so \Ve are all thoroughly aware that condensation common in shipyards and engine works, where engines, does occur in steam pipes, and that the present en- often already fully loaded, have to drive still another gineR are uneconomical, but a broad view is generally new tool, and the ., make-the-best-of-it" policy of taken of the matter, and little has been done to ascer- giving just a little later cut-off is adopted. The retain what the results are. It is for this reason that suIt generally is that the mean revolutions of the the experiments and developments made by Mr. Pan- main shaft are not only decreased by any variation in tOil, of MesFrs. Dorman, Long & Co., of Middlesbor- load, but are, in addition, highly sensitive to the variaough, in conjunction with Mr. Selby Bigge, are of the tions of steam pressure. This is, however. a divergreatest value, and particularly so as they have re- sion, and r(>ferring again to the Liege factory, there suIted in complete success. The original stearn-driven is also a 300 horse power Willans engme coupled direct machinery comprised punching, shearing and bend- to a dynamo, whieh generates the current necessary ing machines, cold �aws, etc., all which were distrib- for frequent extensions. uted over a large area and driven by six engines capa- It has been found by careful experiment that the ble of indicating- the following powers, viz., 27, 14, 14. con�umption of steam in the Corliss engine is about 

14, 16 an d 9. .These engines were diseonnected and 14 lb. per I. H. P. per hour, while the losses are 10 per replaced by motors of 10�, 3�, 5, 3�, 3� and 3� cent. in engine friction, 10 per eent. in the dynamo, hor�e power respectively, the driving gear consisting 2 pur cent. in lines, and 15 per cent. in motors. or a of a �elt fr?m the motor. direct to the. flywheel of the total efficiency of 63 per cent. at the motor driving mach.me. fh� most not]('eabl� case IS where. a large pulleys of the indicated power of the gen(>rating en!,>endmg .machme .form�rly drlv�n by an engme h�v- gine. The whole of the electric installation was made �ng a cylInder 10 m. diameter With a stroke of 12 m. , and fitted by the International Electrical Company, of 
I S ,now effiCiently worked by a 3%, horse po�er elec- Liege, from the desigm and under the direct superintrlc motor. The current for these motors I� s-ener- tendence of Mr. H. Pieper, the managing director ated bf a 50 hor�e power �leper dynamo dnyen by and electrician in chief of the company, and we have an. ordmary horizontal en!l'me, t�e ste'Lll? bemg ob- an ample testimony of the efficiency of the entire plant tamed. from . two Lan?ashl�e bouers which :"!;lre al- in the fact that, altpough the works have been runready m use !n connectIOn With the steam dnvI.ng of ning over three years and a half, there has not been a�oth�r portIOn, of the works.. For!llerly the SIX en- one single stoppage of the main dynamo during 
gmes m questIOn were supplIed With !'Iteam by two working hours and no accidents of any kind what-boilers. w�ich are now dismantled, with the result of ever. 

' 
a. net san?g of 30 t?ns o� coal p�r week and the en- Particulars such as these are always of general intire labor m c�)["!nectIOn With S�OkIDg and up keep. terest, but any radical change made in existing works Another �tl'lklllg a9-vantage IS that the !'Ipeed of the involves a considerable outlay, and extreme care is motors bemg practically constant under all loads necessary to be certain that such a change would be 
-*'Ab;;tract of president's inaugural address, Northeast Coast Jnstitu- commercially successful. 
tion of Engineers and Shipbuilders, En�land. An example of what may be termed ideal E'lectrical 
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driving is that of the Bedson Wire Company, of Mid. ] about 35 lb. per square foot of grate surface, and one 
dies borough, where the installation is the most per- single ended boiler can readily evaporate as much 
fect and complete that has as yet been attempted in 

I 
steam as three Lancashire boilers 27 feet by 7 feet, 

this country. Every process connected with the man- with ordinary chimney draught. Where the demand 
ufacture of wire is carried out by means of electricity, 

I 
for steam varies in a works, the system is a great con

the wire drawing, galvanizing, spinning, and barb venience, and this is especially the case for electric 
fenoing machines, overhead and'locomotive cranes, light installations. It is evident that with this system 
hydraulic pumps, induced draught fans, lathes, cen- of draught, or with any other efficient system, the as
trifugal pump, are all independently driven by elec· sumed consumption of thirteen tons per day could be 
tric motors. Owing to the entire absence of shafting still further reduced. 
and belting, the construction of the building is very From the comparison which I have made, we ma� 
light, and the convenience of the whole plant is most fairly conclude that the saving gained by the SUbStI
noticeable. The current is generated by a 600 horse tution of electrical driving in an old established works 
power dynamo driven direct by a three crank triple would be considerable. Whether this saving would 
condensing engine, with boiler of 160 lb. pressure. A justify the outlay in all cases would have to be set
special tunnel, 350 yards in length, has been constructed tied by those who have their .capital invested in works 
for the conveyance of the conductors, and branches suitable for its adoption. I may say, howevt>r, with 
are taken from these to the fifty motors, which vary reference to the firm of which I am a member, that 
from5·to 40 horse power each. The lighting of the for some time we have had the matter under consider
works is most complete, the greater part being carried ation, and the various investigations and experiments 
out on the inverted arc principle, which is so perfect made by Mr. D. B. Morison, and of which are those 
that there is an entire absence of shadows; The enumerated in this address, have so convinced us of 
original plans for driving these works electrically were the commercial possibilities of the sy!;tem that we 
prepared by Mr. Selby Bigge, who appears to have have now on order a small plant pri91' to further de
given considerable attention to the question of elec- velopments hereafter. 

Bat.tery. Entrance to new basin. Entrance to port. Torpedo works. West bay. 

PORT ARTHUR. 

DuRING the diplomatic ne�otiations in which the me
diation of England was soliCIted to obtain a peace, the 
efforts of the victorious Japanese were largely devoted 
to the investment and capture of Port Arthur, where 
the Chinese vessels sought a refuge after the great 
naval battle fought on the Corean shores. Port 
Arthur is situated near the end of the great promon· 
tory which shuts in the Gulf of Pe-Chi-Li on the 
north and with Chifu on the south commands the out· 
let of the gulf, which is here only two and one-half 
times the width of the English Channel from Dover to 
Calais. Port Arthur is a great naval arsenal, and is to 
China what Toulon is to France. The entrance to the 
haJlbor is by a channel only about six hundred feet 
wide. While there is no great space for anchoring ves
sels, there is a tidal basin capable of accommodating a 
dozen vessels at once. 'I'here are also a dry dock, ma
chine shops, military and naval stores, as well as a coal 
depot. After the viceroy had examined the plans sub
mitted by the French engineers, the contract was let 
and the works were executed in four years at a cost of 
about $l,lJOO,OOO. At the right of the picture will be 
seen the small canal which connects the natural basin 

Channel beacon tower. 

Directors' establishment. East fort. Workshops. Pumping works. Battery. Battery. Cranes. Magazines of the war ships. Sonth fort. 

PORT ARTHUR, THE CHINESE NAVAL DEPOT AND STRONGHOLD. 

tric driving. Before definitely deciding to put down I have endeavored to confine myself in my re
such a novel plant several experiments were neces- marks to a plain statement of what has been accom
sary, for which purpose special machines were de- plished by making use of electrical power to drive 
signed by Mr. Bedson, the managing director of the machinery, and have not gone into any of the possi-
Bedson Wire Company. These experiments were bilities the future may reveal. 
made at Liege by Mr. H. Pieper, and were so success·· We have known the science of engineering to ad
ful that after an exhaustive series of tests, the direc- vance at times as it were by leaps and boun·ds. and 
tors of the company decided to adopt the electrical from the rapid strides that, this comparatively new 
installation in its entiretv. energy has made within the last few years, we may 

A novel feature in coi'mection with the boilers at have reasonable expectation of still further develop
Messrs. Bedson's works is the application of Messrs. ment in this direction. 
Ellis & Eaves' well known system of induced draught. In the address which I have given you this even· 
This is the second application of the system to land ing, I feel that I have but inadequately fulfilled the 
boilers, the first having been made at the Atlas Works, task imposed when you conferred upon me the honor 
Sheffield, originally arranged with Lancashire boilers. of electing me president of this valuable and widely 
These have gradually been replaced by ten single known institution, but hope that my remarks will be 
ended boilers of the marine type, the advantages productive of help in the work before us. That the 
claimed being as follows: suggestion of the JJossibility of further expenditure of 

1. Considerable economy compared with the Lan- capital is unpalatable to many members of this insti-
cashire boilers with Gallowav tubes. tution, I can well believe, seeing what dark clouds 

2. Considerable reduction in space occupied. are hanging over us, but let us hope that, as in past 
3. Absence of smoke. times, the clouds will have a silver lining and shortly 
4. Greater elasticity of power. disperse, giving place to the pleasant sunshine of re-
In ordinary work, by maintaining a vacuum of 3 newed commercial prosperity, of which both capital 

inches at the fan, the combustion is at the rate of J and labor will receive their just and fair proportion. 
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of Port Arthur with the Gulf of Pe·Chi-Li. On the 
right bank is the manufactory of torpedoes. 

The fortifications consist of thirteen batteries and 
cover about four miles of seaboard. These batteries 
are distributed on both sides of the channel. The sites 
of the batteries are excellent, and they are equipped 
with modern guns of European make. The armament 
consists of fifty 6 inch and 9 inch Krupp guns, in addi
t ion to mortars, howitzers and rapid fire guns. A sub
marine mine protects the channel and a fleet of torpe
do boats is attached to the port. On the landward 
side is a series of small forts and earthworks. These 
forts are chiefly armed with rapid fire guns and mines. 
The garrison of Port Arthur, according to a dispatch 
from Yokohama to the Westminster Gazette, states 
that the number of Chinese troops at Port Arthur and 
Kin-Chow is (October 30) 13,000 of which 4,000 are raw 
recruits. A cablegram received from Minister Denby, 
of Pekin, by Secretary Gresham on October 31 states 
that the Japanese have taken one fort at Port Arthur, 
so that the early capitUlation of this important strate
gic point may be looked for. The capture of Port 
Arthur is an important step toward the investwent of 
Pekin. We are indebted for our engravings to Le 
Monde Illustre. 
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